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ABSTRACT 
LAURENT POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATIONS OF sl(n) 
by Helene M. Payne 
In this thesis,we study infinite dimensional representations of the special 
linear Lie algebras sl(n). These representations arise naturally from the Weyl 
construction e^ »—• £,——, where e^ are the elementary matrices. (This definition of 
elementary matrix differs from the one in linear algebra.) Our main results provide 
explicit decomposition of indecomposable representations related to the Laurent 
polynomials Cfx^1, x^1,..., x^1]. In particular, we verify that the space of degree 
zero of homogeneous polynomials of three variables (resp. two variables) has length 
7 (resp. 3) as an sl(3)-representation (resp. sl(2)-representation). 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
A main conceptual point in the development of theoretical physics in the 20th 
century is its reunification with pure mathematics. This is apparent in both main 
physical theories in the first half of the century, namely general relativity and 
quantum mechanics, as well as in the main creations of the second half of the 20th 
century such as quantum field theory and string theory. The notion of a group, 
more precisely that of a continuous group, has played a prominent role in these 
developments. This kind of group is usually named Lie group after the Norwegian 
mathematician Sophus Lie. A representation of a group is an interpretation of a 
more complicated group as a subgroup of the group of matrices. Mathematicians 
have studied representations since the early 20th century. The first deep results 
related to the finite dimensional representations were obtained by Wilhelm Killing, 
Elie Cartan, and Hermann Weyl [Kil88, Car83, Wey46]. A striking discovery was 
made in the 50's: physicists, Murray Gell-Man, and others, realized that abstract 
theory of finite and infinite dimensional representations perfectly fits the framework 
of elementary particle theory. 
The study of general (not necessarily finite dimensional) weight 
representations of Lie algebras emerged in the early 1980's as a part of a 
fundamental effort in the structure theory of representations of Lie algebras and Lie 
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groups. This effort has been motivated significantly by theoretical physics. Weight 
representations have been studied in works of Georgia Benkart, Dan Britten, Suren 
Fernando, Vyacheslav Futorny, and Frank Lemire over the last 20 years 
[BBL97, BL87, Fer90, Fut87]. A major breakthrough in the representation theory of 
reductive Lie algebras was made by Olivier Mathieu [MatOO] in 2000 who classified 
all irreducible weight representations with finite weight multiplicities. 
Following Mathieu's classification, it is natural to aim at the other 
classification problem: describing all weight (not necessarily irreducible) 
representations. Recently, Dimitar Grantcharov and Vera Serganova [GS06] 
discovered that the category of all weight representations is too "large," i.e., its 
indecomposable objects cannot be parameterized. In order to achieve 
parametrization one has to consider the subcategory of all weight representations 
that have bounded weight multiplicities. Such representations exist for two series of 
simple Lie algebras: the symplectic Lie algebras sp(2n), n > 2, and the special 
linear Lie algebras sl(ra), n > 2. A complete classification of the indecomposable 
objects is obtained in the case of $p(2n) in [GS06]. The case of sl(n) turned out to 
be much more complicated and is still open. 
A particular and important class of bounded weight representations is the 
class of Laurent polynomial representations. This class arises naturally from the 
Weyl representation of the general linear Lie algebra in terms of differential •. 
operators. In this thesis we describe explicitly the decomposition of the Laurent 
polynomial representations in the lower rank cases sl{2) and sl(3). In particular we 
prove that these representations are indecomposable and have lengths 3 and 7 for 
sl(2) and sl(3), respectively. We believe that the low rank computations in this 
thesis will help to solve the open classification problem for the bounded weight 
representations of sl(n). 
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The organization of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 we fix the notations 
and conventions used in the thesis. All necessary definitions and results related to 
the Lie algebras and their representations is collected in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 we 
introduce the generalized Weyl representations of Qi(n) and sl(n). In the following 
chapters we focus on the homogeneous Laurent polynomials. In Chapter 5 we show 
that the vector space Pm of homogeneous Laurent polynomials of degree m is a 
representation of sl(2) of length 3. Our main result is stated and proved in 
Chapter 6. Namely, we explicitly find the decomposition of the homogeneous 
Laurent polynomials P0 of degree zero as an s((3)-representation and verify that it 
has length 7, i.e., it has 7 irreducible subquotients. 
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Chapter 2 
Notations and Conventions 
All variables and symbols in this thesis will adhere to the conventions listed in 
this section unless specified otherwise. The set of integers is denoted Z, and by Z+ 
we denote the non-negative integers. Prom Section 3.4.1 on, we fix the ground field 
F to be C, the set of complex numbers. By Hom^(V, W) we refer to the set of all 
F-homomorphisms from V to W or more specifically: 
HomF(V, W):={f :V -+ W\f(ax+by) = af(x)+bf(y) for every a,b € F; x,y € V}. 
We set Hom(V, W) := Homc(V, W). For elements of Laurent polynomial vector 
spaces expressed as linear combinations of Laurent polynomials, such as 
E fci &2 kr flfc1,fc2,.-.fera'l ^ 2 •••Xr ) 
ki+k2+...+kr=m 
all coefficients akltk2,...,kT are assumed to be nonzero unless stated otherwise. We also 
assume that the reader is familiar with all basic definitions and results from linear 
algebra involving bases, dimension, homomorphism, the three Isomorphism 
Theorems, etc. 
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Chapter 3 
Lie Algebras 
3.1 Background 
In this section we give an overview about Lie algebras. For more information, 
we refer the reader to [Hum72]. 
Definition 3.1.1. A Lie algebra is a vector space L over a field F, together with a 
binary operation [.,.]: L x L —>• L, called the Lie bracket or commutator, which 
satisfies the following axioms: 
[ax + by, z] — a[x, z] + b[y, z] (3.1) 
[z,ax + by] = a[z, x] + b{z, y] (bilinearity) 
[x, x} = 0 (3.2) 
[x, [y, z\] + [y, [z, x]] + \z, [x, y]] = 0 (Jacobi identity) (3.3) 
for all x,y,z € L. 
If identity (3.2) is applied to [x + y, x + y] we obtain 
[x + y, x + y] = [x, x + y] + [y, x + y] 
= [x, x] + [x, y] + [y, x] + [y, y] 
= [x, y] + [y, x] 
= o, 
and it follows that the Lie bracket is skew-symmetric, i.e., 
[x,y] = -[y,x]. 
Conversely, if (3.4) is applied to [x,x], we obtain identity (3.2): 
2[x, x] = 0, if char F ^ 2, then 
[x, x] = 0. 
Therefore identities (3.2) and (3.4) are identical. 
3.2 Subalgebras of Lie Algebras 
A subspace K of a Lie algebra L is called a Lie subalgebra if it is a Lie algebra 
itself. Equivalently, K is a Lie subalgebra of L if [x, y] E K whenever x,y E K. 
3.3 The General Linear Algebra, gl(V) 
Let V be a vector space over F . We denote by End V, the space of all linear 
transformations / : V —> V. Notice that End V is a ring relative to the usual 
product operation. With the Lie bracket defined as [x, y] = xy — yx, it may easily 
be verified that End V is a Lie algebra over F, called the general linear algebra 
Ql(V). In the special case when V has dimension n over F, we have that End V, 
and thus gl(V), has dimension n2. If a basis is fixed for V, Ql(V) is isomorphic to 
the Lie algebra gl(ri) consisting of all n x n matrices over F . The Lie algebra gl(n) 
is strongly related to the Lie group GL(n), consisting of all n x n matrices whose 
determinant is nonzero. 
We fix the the standard basis of gl(n) consisting of the matrices e^ (having 1 
in the (i, j)-position and 0 elsewhere). It is easy to check e^ey = Sj^eu, where 
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(3-4) 
djk = 1 if j = k, and 0 otherwise. It follows that: 
[ey, eki] = Sjkeu - 8uekj. (3.5) 
3.4 The Classical Lie Algebras 
The classical Lie algebras are An, Bn, Cn, and Dn. Being subalgebras of 
Ql(V), they are named "classical" in reference to their relation to certain classical 
linear Lie groups. In addition to the classical Lie algebras there are five exceptional 
ones which will not be discussed in this thesis. 
An = sl(n + 1): Let dim V = n + l. sl(n + l), the special linear algebra is the 
set of all (n + 1) x (n -f-1) matrices having trace zero. It is closed under the bracket 
operation since: 
n+l 
Tr(xy) = ^2(xy)u 
i=\ 
n+l n+ l 
i=i j = i 
n+l n+ l 
— / , /
 J VjiXij 
i= l j=l 
n+l n+l 
= 2_^ 2-^ yjiXii 
j = i i= i 
n+l 
= Tr(yrr), 
and 
n+l 
Tr(x + y) = 
i=l 
n+l 
n+l 
= Tr(x) 
i + Vu) 
n+l 
+ Tr(y). 
The basis elements of An are e^, i 7^  j , (n(n + 1) of them), and 
hi = en — e i + i ) i + i , 1 < i < n (n of them), for a total of (n + l ) 2 — 1 basis elements. 
Cn = sp(2n): Let dim V = 2n. A nondegenerate skewsymmetric form / , is 
0 In 
defined by the matrix 5 = 
-In 0 
, for which f(v, w) = vfsw with v,w eV, 0 
is the n x n zero matrix, and In the nxn identity matrix. Then sp(2n), the 
symplectic algebra, consists of all endomorphisms x of V, satisfying 
f(x(v), w) — —f(v, x(w)) for all v,w EV. It can be verified that this condition is 
m p 
equivalent to sx = — xts, which puts x on the form x = for which 
q — m* 
pl — p and ql = g, and m, p, and <? are n x n matrices. One may also verify that 
sp(2n) is closed under the Lie bracket by checking that s[x, y] = —[x, yfs whenever 
sx = — xts and sy = — yts. We note that Tr(x) = 0, making sp(2n) a subalgebra of 
sl(2ri). Its basis consists of the diagonal elements en — ei+n^+n, 1 < i < n (n of 
them) and in addition, the basis elements e^ — ej+n<i+n, 1 < i ^ j < n (n2 — n of 
them) take care of m, —m1. For p we use the basis elements eiti+n, 1 < i < n (n of 
them) for its diagonal elements, and eitTl+j + e.j,n+h 1 < i < J' < n ( 2 n ( n — 1) °f 
them) for the nondiagonal elements. Similarly for the positions in q we use the basis 
elements et+n,i, 1 < i < n (n of them) for its diagonal elements, and 
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ei+nj + ej+riii, 1 < i < j < n (\n(n — 1) of them) for the nondiagonal elements. 
Hence, there axe a total of 2n2 + n basis elements in sp(2n), or dim 
sp(2n) = 2n2 + n. (This may be compared with the 4n2 — 1 basis elements of sl(2n).) 
Bn — o(2n + 1): Let dim V = 2n + 1. A nondegenerate symmetric bilinear 
1 0 0 
0 0 In form / is defined by the matrix s = 
0 /„ 0 
for which f(v, w) = v sw with 
v,w £ V and 0 is the nxl, lxnoxnxn zero matrix, depending on its position in 
the matrix. Then o(2n + 1), the orthogonal algebra of odd rank, consists of all 
endomorphisms x of V, satisfying f(x(v),w) = —f(v,x(w)) for all v, w G V, which 
is the same condition as for Cn. Again, it can be verified that this condition is 
0 bx b2 
equivalent to sx = —xts, which puts x on the form x = -b\ m p 
-b\ q — m* 
for 
which p* = —p and qt = —q, and m, p, and q are n x n matrices, and bx and b2 are 
l x n matrices. Analogous to Cn, one may also verify that o(2n + 1) is closed under 
the Lie bracket by checking that s[x, y] = — [x, yfs whenever sx = —xts and 
Sy _ _y t s ^y e gjgQ n o t e ftidX Tx(x) = 0, making o(2n) a subalgebra of si(2n). Its 
basis consists of the diagonal elements en — e j + n j j + n , 2 < z < n + l ( n o f them). In 
addition there are 2n basis elements, e l i n + j + x — e ^ i and ei^+i — en+i+i^ 
(1 < i < n), involving row one and column one. The basis elements corresponding 
to the nondiagonal elements of m and — ra* are ei+1j+i — ej+n+iii+n+i, 1 < i ^ j < n 
(n2 — n of them). For p we use the basis elements 
ei+i,j+n+i — ej+iti+n+i, 1 <i < j < n {\n(n — 1) of them) and similarly for the 
positions in q we use the basis elements e j + n + i j + i — ej+n+iti+i, 1 < i < j < n 
{\n(n — 1) of them). Hence, dim o(2n + 1) = dim sp(2n). 
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Dn — o(2n): Let dim V = 2ro. A nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form / is 
0 /„ 
defined by the matrix s 
In 0 
for which f(v, w) = vtsw with v,w &V. 
Then o(2n), the orthogonal algebra of even rank, consists of all endomorphisms x of 
V, satisfying f(x(v), w) = —f(v, x(w)) for all v, w € V, which is the same condition 
as for Cn, and Bn. Again, it can be verified that this condition is equivalent to 
m p 
sx = —xs, which for Dn puts x on the form x = 
Q -m 
for which p — —p 
and qt = —q, and m,p, and q are n x n matrices. Analogous to Cn and Bn, one may 
also verify that o(2ro) is closed under the Lie bracket by checking that 
s[x, y] = —[x, yfs whenever sx = — xts and sy — —yts. We also note that Tr(x) = 0, 
making o(2n + 1) a subalgebra of sl(2n + 1). Its basis consists of the diagonal 
elements en — ei+nj+n, 1 < % < n (n of them). In addition the basis elements 
corresponding to m and — m* are eitj — ej+nti+n, 1 < i ^ j• < n (n2 — n of them). For 
p we use the basis elements e^j+n — ejti+n, 1 < i < j < n {\n{n — 1) of them) and 
similarly for the positions in q we use the basis elements 
ei+nj — ej+Tlti, 1 < i < j < n (\n{n — 1) of them). Hence, there are a total of 2n2 — n 
basis elements in o(2n), or dim o(2n)=2n2 — n. 
In this thesis, we will only focus on the special linear algebras Ax = sl(2) and 
A2 = sl(3). 
3.4.1 Relat ions of sl(2) 
Prom here on, we fix the ground field F to be C and we fix the followin 
elements of sl(2); ei2 = e, e2i = / , and hi — h, i.e., 
e = 
0 1 
0 0 
, / = 
0 0 
1 0 
, h = 
1 
0 
0 
- 1 
If we apply (3.5) to the basis elements e, / , and h, we obtain the Lie bracket 
multiplication table for sl(2): 
[e,f] = h, [h,e]=2e, [h,f] = -2f. 
3.4.2 Relat ions of sl(3) 
We fix the following basis elements of sl(3): 
ei2 = 
e2i 
hi 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
- 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ei3 
e3i = 
, h2 = 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
- 1 
e23 
e32 = 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Its Lie bracket multiplication table is listed below: 
[ei2, e13] = 0, [e12, e23] = e13, [ei2, e2i] = hi, [ei2, e3i] = - e 3 2 , 
[ei2, e32] = 0, [ei3, e23] = 0, [ei3, e2i] = -e 2 3 , [e^, e3i] = h + h2, 
[ei3, e32] = ex2, [e23, e2i] = 0, [e23, e31] = e2i, [e23, e32] = h2, 
[e2i, e3i] = 0, [e2i, e32] = - e 3 1 , [e31, e32] = 0, [hu e12] = 2ei2, 
[hi, e13] = e13, [hi, e23] = - e 2 3 , [hi, e21] = -2e2 i , [hi, e3i] = -e 3 X , 
[hi, e32] = e32, [hi, h2] = 0, [h2, eX2] = - e i 2 , [h2, ei3] = e i3, 
[h2, e23] = 2e23, [h2, e2X] = e2X, [h2, e3i] = -e 3 i , [h2, e32] = -2e. 32-
3.5 Roots of the Lie Algebras gl(n) and s[(n) 
Set 
^gl(n) : = < 
6i 0 . . . 0 
0 62 ••• 0 bub2,...,bn e C > . 
0 0 . . . 6n 
Then t)gi(n) is a Cartan subalgebra, of fll(n). For the general definition of a Cartan 
subalgebra, we refer the reader to [Hum72]. Notice that t)gi(n) is an abelian Lie 
subalgebra of 0l(n), i.e., if hi, h2 G t)gi(n), [hi, h2] = 0. In particular, [h, e„] = 0, for 
13 
all h € fjgifn); a n ( l 1 < i < n. If we let 
61 0 
0 b2 
h = 
0 0 
0 
0 
^ &0l(n), 
for i 7^  j?', we can define homomorphisms: a^ : hfl[(n) —» C, by &ij{h) = bi — bj. The 
Lie bracket, [/i, e^], with i j^ j , can now be expressed in terms of a^: 
[h, etj] = (6j — bj)eij = otij(h)eij. Set e{ : f)flt(n) —• C to be the homomorphism defined 
by Ei{h) = bi. Then a*,- := €i — €j. The elements, Ei — Ej, i j^ j , of the vector space 
F'gi(n) := Hom(f)g[(n), C), are called roots of gl(n). The collection Ag((n) of all roots of 
Ql(n) is called the root system of gl(n). More explicitly, 
Afli(n) = fa ~ ej\l < i^ j < n}. 
It is thus convenient to set e£i_e. := e^, since it simplifies taking the Lie bracket of 
(non-diagonal) basis elements. Then for a, (3 £ Ag[(n), we can directly verify that 
ea+p, if a + P £ Afl[(n), 
[ea,e0]={ 0, if a + f3<£ Agi (n ), a n d a + / 3 ^ 0 , 
£-ii Cj j , II ft — p = £ j £ j . 
Each root, e*, in turn, gives rise to an a-root space, 
ga = {x £ gl(n)|[/i,ar] = a(h)(x); h £ f)g[(n)} = € e a , 
and in particular if a = e* — e,- and e a = e^ we have 
0
£
*
 £i = [x £ g(n)\[h,x] = (si - e^ihjix),^! every h e h0((n)} = Ce i j ) 
for i ^ j . 
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T h e o r e m 3 .5 .1 . The general linear algebra gt(ro) can be written as a direct sum of 
its Cartan subalgebra and the root spaces g£i~£j: 
BKn) = Mn) © 0 0° 
,«GAC <(") 
This decomposition is called the root space decomposition of gl(n) relative to 0l(n). 
Proof. Any element of x, of $l(n) may be written as a linear combination of its basis 
elements: 
n 
x — j ^ a^eij -\- /
 j C{Cii^ 
with aij, Ci € C. We see that a^e^ € Ce^ = g£i~£j for each i,j with i ^ j . 
Furthermore, if we define the elements of h by: 5; := Cieu for i = 1,..., n, it follows 
n 
that 2_\ciea e ^B'(n)- Therefore, gl(n) can be written as a direct sum of its Cartan 
t = i 
subalgebra and the root spaces Q£ a 
Root space decompositions exist for more general reductive Lie algebras, see 
for example §8 of [Hum72]. The roots {ei — e2, £2 — £3, • • • , £n-i ~ £n} form a basis 
of the root system Ag[(n) of gl(n). Namely, every root a in Afli(„) can be expressed 
uniquely in the form a — ai(ei — £2) H h an_i(£n_i — en) , where all a, > 0 for all 
i, or «j < 0 for all i. For example, for 0l(5) we have: 
^2 - £5 = 0(ex - £2) + 1(£2 - £3) + 1(^3 - £4) + 1(^4 - £5) 
In sl(n) we fix the Cartan subalgebra f)si(n) = fygi(n) (~)st(n) oi sl(n). Moreover, 
t)Sl(n) •— \ 
ai 0 . . . 0 
0 a2 . . . 0 
0 0 ... c 
] P at = 0; a i , a 2 , . . . , an 6 C > • 
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One can verify that l)fl[(n) — fysl(n) ® ^ 7 , where 
1 = 
1 . . . 0 
0 . . . 1 
the n x n identity matrix. The roots of sl(n) are e, — £j for 1 < i ^ j < n. We thus 
verify that A s [ ( n ) = Ag[ (n). 
3.5.1 T h e R o o t s of s [(2) 
In st(2) we fix the Cartan subalgebra hs[(2) = i)fli(2) ns l (2) . More explicitly, 
fyS[(2) consists of all diagonal 2 x 2 matrices with zero trace: 
•)sl(2) = 
Then, using arbitrary h = 
ai 0 
0 a2 
ai 0 
0 a2 
ai + a2 = 0,ai,a2 € C 
in f)S[(2), we can find the roots of sl(2) by 
forming the Lie products [h, ei2] = (ai — a2)ei2, and [/i, e2i] = {a2 — a,\)e2i. Hence, 
the roots of sl(2) are ±(ei — e2), or Asl(2) = {±(ei — £2)} = ^01(2)• The basis of the 
root system is {s\ — e 2 } , and the dual to its Cartan subalgebra, ty*s«2\, is isomorphic 
to C(ei - e2). 
3.5.2 T h e R o o t s of sl(3) 
We fix the following Cartan subalgebra, hs[(3) of s((3): 
hsl(3) = < 
h 0 0 
0 62 0 
0 0 63 
J ] 6 i = 0,61,62,63 e C 
1=1 
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The root system of sl(3) is As[(3) = {±(ej — Sj)\l < i ^ j < 3}. It has a basis: 
{ei — e2-,e2 — s3}. We note that hs[(3) c J)0i(3)- We also have 
r 2 i^ 
(^3) - {Y.0^-^0^^1-1^2 
3 
= £<* ^2 di = 0, with d* € C for all 1 < i < 3, 
i = l 
3.6 Homomorphisms, Isomorphisms, and Automorphisms of Lie 
Algebras 
3.6.1 Homomorphisms 
A Lie algebra homomorphism f : L —> L' is a C-vector space homomorphism, 
i.e., f(x + y) = /(re) + /(y) and /(arc) = af(x), for all x,y € L and a G C, 
preserving the Lie bracket: 
/([*,!/]) = LfCr),/(y)]. 
3.6.2 Isomorphisms 
A Lie algebra isomorphism <j>: L —*• Z/, is a vector space isomorphism which is 
also a Lie algebra homomorphism. (In particular, <j) is one-to-one and onto), 
3.6.3 Automorphisms 
A Lie algebra automorphism of L is an isomorphism of L onto itself. We 
denote by Aut(L), the group of all automorphisms of L. Define ad x : L —»• L by 
adx(y) = [x, y] (see Section 3.8). Since char(C) = 0 and adx is impotent, i.e., 
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(adx)*: = 0 for some k > 0, it can be shown that 
exp(adx) = 1 +adx + (adx)2/2\ + . . . + (adx)n/n\ is an automorphism. We refer 
the reader to §2.3 in [Hum72] for the proof. The automorphisms of L of the form 
exp(ad x) are called inner. The subgroup Inn(L) generated by the inner 
automorphisms forms a normal subgroup of Aut(L) (see §2.3 in [Hum72]). 
3.7 Ideals 
A subspace / of a Lie algebra L is called an ideal of L if [x, y] £ L whenever 
x G L, and y £ I. 
3.7.1 The Derived Algebra 
The derived algebra of a Lie algebra L, denoted [L, L], consists of all linear 
combinations of commutators [x,y], or more specifically, 
[L, L] = Sparicl^, y}\x, y £ L}. We see that [L, L] is an ideal of L, for if x £ L and 
y £ [L, L], surely y £ L and by the definition of the derived algebra [x, y] £ [L, L], 
making it an ideal of L. 
3.7.2 Simple Lie Algebras 
A Lie algebra is called simple if it has no ideals except itself and 0, and if 
[L, L] j£ 0. In particular, [L, L] = L. 
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3.8 Representation of Lie Algebras 
A representation (module) of a Lie algebra L, is a Lie algebra homomorphism 
p : L —> 0l(V), i.e., a vector space homomorphism for which 
p(b>y])(v) = [p(x),p(y)}iv) 
= p{x)p{y){v) - p(y)p(x)(v), 
for all x, y G L and v G V. An important representation is the adjoint 
representation, ad: L —• gt(L), for which ad(:r)(y) = [x, y]. It preserves the bracket 
since 
[adz, ady](z) = adx(ady(2;)) — ady(adx(2;)) 
= adxQy, 2]) -ady([ar, 2]) 
= [x,[y,2;]]-[y,[x,z]] by (3.4) 
= k, [Ml + [K 4 y] 
= [[x, y], z] by the Jacobi identity 
= ad[x, y]{z). 
In all cases when the map p is obvious, we will write for simplicity x • v instead of 
p(x)v, for x € L, v G V7 and we will refer to V as "a representation of L." With the 
dot notation we have: 
(ax + by) • v = a(x • t>) + 6(y • w) 
x • (av + few) = a(x • v) + b(x • w) 
[x,y] • v = x • (y • v) - y • (x • v). 
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3.8.1 Subrepresentations 
Let L be a Lie algebra over C, and V be a representation of L. A 
subrepresentation (submodule) W of V, is a vector space which is an 
L-representation itself. In particular, x • v G W whenever x G L, and v G W. 
3.8.2 Restriction of a Representation 
If K is a Lie subalgebra of a Lie algebra L, and V is an L-representation 
through the homomorphism p : L —» gl(V), then the restriction of p to K, 
P\K '• K —> gl(V), is defined simply by P\K(X) = p(x) f° r x £ K. 
3.8.3 Quotient Representations 
Let W be a, subrepresentation of V over a Lie algebra L. Then the quotient 
vector space V/W is a representation of L defined by x • (v + W) := x • v + W. This 
representation is called a quotient representation. The action is well-defined: If 
Vx + W = v2 + W, we must show that x • (vi + W) = x • (v2 + W). But this follows 
from the fact that x • {v\ — v2) G W. 
3.8.4 Irreducible (Simple) Representations 
A representation is called irreducible or simple if its only subrepresentations 
are itself and 0. 
3.8.5 Completely Reducible (Semisimple) Representations 
A representation V of a Lie algebra L is called completely reducible or 
semisimple if V is a direct sum of irreducible subrepresentations, or more 
specifically V = ®£_x Vi and Vi are irreducible for all i. 
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3.8.6 Indecomposable Representations 
A representation V of a Lie algebra L is called indecomposable, if V = V\ © V2 
for some //-representations Vi and V2 implies that V\ = 0 or V2 = 0. In this thesis 
we will describe a special class of indecomposable infinite dimensional 
representations of sl(n) for n — 2 and n = 3. 
3.8.7 Weight Representations 
A representation M of a Lie algebra L is a weight representation if 
M
 = ©M€f.* M", where 
M'2 := {m e M \ hm = p, (h) m, for every het)} 
is the fi-weight space of M and h is a Cartan subalgebra of L. A weight 
representation M is bounded if there is a constant C for which dim M^ < C for all 
\i G t}*, where h* = Hom(h, C) is the dual of h. 
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Chapter 4 
Generalized Weyl Representations of gl(n) 
Consider the following representation of flt(n); T> : gl(n) —> gl(V), where 
V = C[xf 1,x^:1, ...jX^1], and the action on V is defined by 
an . . . ai„ 
a 
v(A) -f = Yl -^^  «-(/)>where ^ = 
&nl 
for all 
/ € C[xf\ x^1,..., x^1]. It is called the Weyl representation of fjl(n), and was 
introduced by Hermann Weyl in the 1920's. For sake of completeness, we verify that 
V is a homomorphism. It is easy to show that V is a vector space homomorphism 
by checking that V(xA + yB) = xV(A) + yV(B) for A,B e gl(n) and x, y 6 C. We 
must verify the homomorphism axiom T>[x, y] = [Dx, T>y] for basis elements x = e^ 
and y = eki: 
[V(eij),V(ekl)](f) = [XiJ-}XkA-](f) 
— X% 
"dxi 
df 
dx-i 
d 
dxj \ dxi 
df 
JLf K 
OXi \ OXj 
df 
— Ojk%i ,-, Oil%k <-, "T" XiXf. 
OXi OXj 
= T>(Sjkeu - 5uekj)(f) 
= ^([cy,e«])(/) 
d2f 
dxjdxi XfaXi 
d2f 
dxidxj 
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4.1 Homogeneous Polynomials as Representations of gl(n) 
Set Pm := S p a n ^ i 1 ^ -.. xkn\ £ " = 1 ki = ra; A* G 1+ for i G {1, 2,..., n}}, and 
^ := S p a n c ^ a ; * 2 . . . 4 " | ^ = 1 A* = m; A* € Z for i G {1, 2,..., n}}. 
Proposition 4.1.1. For every non-negative integer m, Pm and Pm are bounded 
gi(n)-representations. Furthermore, Pm is infinite dimensional. 
Proof. The result is proved in [BL87] but for a purpose of completeness we sketch 
the proof. We first verify that Pm is a vector subspace of C[xf1, xf1,..., x^1} by 
checking that af + bg G Fm whenever / , g G Pm and a, b G C. Let 
/ = J2 afci.-.fc»a;i1 • • • 4 " and </ = ] T ^.....fcn^1 • • • *nn> w h e r e w e 
fci+...+fcn=m fci+...+fen==m 
allow some of the coefficients otki,...,kn a n d Pki,...,kn t° be zero. Then 
a / + fy = of J ] afcx / ^ x ^ . - . x ^ J + 6 f Y, Pk^kA1---^) 
\fc1+...+fcn=m / \ki+...+kn—m / 
J2 aakU...,kA1---4n+ J2 Wku^kA1---^ 
ki+...+kn=m ki+...+kn=m 
J2 (aa^.M + bpkl,...,kn) xkl... xknn G Pm-
ki-\-...+kn=m 
Hence Pm is a vector space. Next, we verify that Pm is a Weyl subrepresentation of 
C[xf 1,a;^1, ...jX^1] by showing that the basis elements of gl(n) act invariantly on 
Pm. Namely e^ • f = x*—- G Pm for / € Pm. If 
/ = Yl cfcl,...,fcnx^..x£" G ^ then for z ^ j 
ki+...+kn=m 
f - K 
dxj 
= x \ X i d x ) ^ Cki,-,knXi •••Xn 
^ i ' k1+...+kn=m 
E r, , krkl rki+l rkj'X rk> 
fci+...+fcn=m 
But since 
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m, ki + ... + (ki + l) + ... + (kj-l) + ... + kn = ki + ... + ki + ... + kj + ... + kn 
df ~ 
we have that X{ —— G Pm . One can easily check that 
OXj 
e
" I / , cki,...,knxl • • • x n l \ = £_j kicki,...,knxl • • •^n"- •*• n U S e " ' / *= -*"i 
\ki+...+k„=m / ki+...+kn=m 
for / G Pm. The proof that Pm is a subrepresentation of C[x^ ,x2 , . ..,a;n*] is 
similar (see Section 3.8.2). 
A basis of Pm is {x^x1? ... X^\YJ h = TO; k{ G Z for i G {1, 2,..., n}} = 
{x\lxk22... x j ^ z n "(fel+*a+"'+fcn"l)|fci G Z for i G {1, 2,..., n - 1}} ^ Z""1 and hence 
dim Pm = oo. 
It is not difficult to verify that the weight spaces of Pm and Pm are 
P£ = Prnfl = C x J 1 . . . ^ for // = fcie! + ... + knen € h;[(n) and ku ..., fcn € Z. Now 
using that 
m =
 vt/ x i •••xn'1' 
where the sum runs over all fcj G Z, we verify that Pm (and thus its 
— " M 
subrepresentation Pm) is a weight gl(n)-representation. Finally, dimP^ = dimPm 
is at most one, and therefore both Pm and Pm are bounded. D 
We now consider the restriction of V on sl(n), V\s\(n) '• sl(n) —> Ql(V). Since 
the P is a g[(n)-representation, then the restriction of T> to sl(n), is an sl(n) 
-representation. Hence, Pm and Pm are sl(n)-representations as well. 
4.2 Homogeneous Laurent Polynomials as Representations of sl(n) 
Lemma 4.2.1. P0 is isomorphic to the one-dimensional sl(n)-representation C. 
Proof. By definition, 
P0 = Sp8Lnc{x'l1X2i...Xnn\ki + k2 + ... + kn = 0; hi, k2, ...,kn G Z + } . But since 
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k\ + fc2 + ... + kn = 0 and fcl5 fe25 •••: ^ n > 0, it follows that k\ = ^ = ••• = ^n = 0, and 
P0 = Spanclx^.-.x"} ^ C. • 
Lemma 4.2.2. P 0 is an irreducible subrepresentation of PQ. 
Proof. It is easy to check that P 0 C Po. Po is an sl(n)-representation (see 4.1.1 and 
earlier in this section). To show that Po is irreducible, suppose M is a 
subrepresentation of Po, i.e., M C Po and suppose / is a nonzero element of M. 
Then / G Po so / °n — c, where c g C . Let g be a nonzero element of Po 
i.e. g = dx\x^...x^ = <i for some d e C We have - (g ) 6 P0 but we also have 
c c 
-(g) = -d = ce M. Hence P 0 C M implying that P 0 = M so P 0 is irreducible. D 
In this thesis we will study the structure of the s[(n)-representation P m for 
n = 2 and n = 3. In particular, we describe the quotient representation Pm/Pm. 
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Chapter 5 
Laurent Polynomial Weyl Representations of s 1(2) 
Prom now on we fix the constant m to be in Z+. In this chapter we also fix 
n = 2, i.e., consider sl(2) only. In this case Pm and Pm are defined as: 
Pm = Spanc{xi1X22\ki + k2=: m;k\,k2 £ Z+} and 
Pm = Spanc{xi1X22|fci + k2 = m; fci, fc2 € Z}. 
5.1 Preparatory Results 
Lemma 5.1.1. (i) Pm is a vector space with basis {x™, x™~lx\, — i^i^™-1^™}- ^ n 
particular, dim Pm = m + 1. 
(ii) Pm is a vector space with basis {x1^™"1^ S Z } . Ira particular, 
dim Pm = oo. 
Proof. We begin with the proof for Pm followed by an analogous argument for Pm. 
(i) From the discussion in Section 4.1.1 we conclude that Pm and Pm are 
sl(2)-representations and in particular, vector spaces. The polynomials 
i i i j 1 - ' , i — 0,..., m, are linearly independent by definition. It is easy to check that 
they span Pm. Indeed let / be an element in Pm. Then 
m 
J = /
 J
 aii,i2Xl x2 = / j ®-iXi%2 i 
ii+J2=m;ii,i2>0 i=0 
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where some of aix^2 and c^ may be zero.Thus {x™,x™~lx\, ...,x*:c™-1,2;™} is a basis 
of Pm . Since there are (m + 1) basis elements, we have dim Pm = m + 1. 
(ii) If / is an element of Pm then / = V_] aiui2x^x22 = Y^a^a;™ -*, where again 
some of a ^ and c^ may be zero, making the set of polynomials: {x^a:™"1^ 6 Z } a 
basis of Pm, and dim Pm — oo since dim Pm = dim Z = oo. • 
Using Lemma 5.1.1, we can form the quotient vector space 
Pm/Pm = Spanclx^x^2 + Pm|fci + k2 = m; ku k2 G Z}. We will denote by P+ and 
P,^, the following vector subspaces of Pm/Pm: 
P+ := Spa,nc{x'l1 X22 + Pm\ki > m; k\ + k2 = m; fci, &2 € Z} and 
P^ := Spancfx^x^2 + Pm\k2 > m; hi + k2 = m; fci, k2 G Z}. We note that if g G Pm , 
then the element g + Pm of the quotient space PmjPm is the zero element since 
g + Pm = Pm = 0. Furthermore, g + Pm = Pm = 0 is an element of P ^ and P^ as 
well. We also fix the standard basis {e, / , h} of sl(2) introduced in Section 3.4.1. 
Proposition 5.1.2. Pm is an irreducible sl(2)-representation for every m G Z+ . 
Proof. We will begin by showing that Pm is an st(2)-representation generated by the 
d basis element x^x™ = x™ through the repeated action of e = x\—— (see 
section 3.4.1). Suppose that g G Pm . Then g — Y^ a^^x^x1^ . We then have: 
k\+k,2=m 
e- x™ = Xi——x™ = m^x™"1. If we apply e on re™ twice, we obtain: 
d 
e - (e • a:™) = e • (ma r^c™""1) = xx-—(mi^™"1) = m(ra — l^a;™ - 2 , and if e is 
ux2 
applied k times on x™, we obtain e • (e • ...(e • a;™) = m(m — l)...(m — fc + l)xiX^~fe. 
We will denote by efc the action of e on elements in Pm applied fc times. 
Remark 5.1.3. In fact, ek are elements of the universal enveloping algebra, 
U($l(2)) of sl(2). For any Lie algebra L, its universal enveloping algebra is an 
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associative algebra U containing L as a Lie subalgebra. Every L-representation is in 
fact a ^-representation. In this thesis we will intuitively make use of U(sl(2)) in 
future. For more details, we refer the reader to Chapter V of [Hum72]. 
From the work above, we have that ek • x™ — m{m — l)...(m — k + l)xkx™~k, 
and thus the basis elements % i OCty £1X6 generated by action of 
1 A;1 A;' 
—. r—; - -ek = —-ek on x7? as: -~ek • xT = x\xf~k. Therefore, 
m{m - l)...(m - k + 1) ml ml 
fcl+fc2=m 
E l kiK^ ^ »» 
„ m! 
\fci+fe2=m 
A*! 
m! re"
1
 | -Xa 
= u - x m 2 ) 
where u = ] P afclifc2-^-efcl. 
Now we show that x™ can be obtained from any element g € Pm by 
consecutive application of elements of sl(2). Let g = >~^  fe^^xj1^2 with 
fcl+fc2='Tl 
1 1 - d ~ 
bkx h2 £ C, and let w = —/fc, where / = x2-^— and k =max{fci|6fc1 k2 ¥" 0}-h,m-kkl dxi 
Then the action of u on the terms bkltk2xilx22 is: 
W-fefc,,^*1^ = ^ — ^ ( ^ ^ J • (bkuk2Xllx22) 
— 7 7 ^ 2 ~ l"ki,k2Xl X2 • h,m-k k\ dxk 
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This is equal to zero whenever ki < k. For k± = k, we have: 
k 
fc, fco 1 1 ( ^ \ 1 
U-bklMX11X22 = y - \X2-~—) -b 
h.m-~kk\\ dxj 
k,m-kXlX2 
k„m—k 
k,m—k • 
1 1
 t dfc 
h,m-k k\ dx\ 
1 1 
~«_I A. .^.k m-k 
x
° ~
wfc,m-fcJ 'lJ '2 
= :rm  2 " 
h,m-k^-X2X2 
Summarizing these results, we obtain: 
u • g = u- ( E W^i1^2) (5-2) 
— X<y . 
We have shown that u • g — x™, for all nonzero g E Pm, for some u in U(sl(2)). 
We will now prove that Pm is irreducible. Let M be a nontrivial 
subrepresentation of P m , and let w G M be a nonzero element. We see that w e Pm 
since M C Pm. Therefore we have that u • w = x™ by Equation (5.2), so x™ G M. 
Let 5> be an element in Pm. Then g = u • a;™ by Equation 5.1. But £™ € M, making 
g an element of M as well. Hence we have that Pm C M, and we must have that 
M = Pm so P m is irreducible. • 
Propos i t ion 5.1.4. PZr/Pm = P+ 0 P " 
Proof. It is easy to check that P+ D P ^ = {0}. It remains to be shown that 
P'jPm = P+ + P~. Suppose / e Pn/Pm- Then 
/ == / j °fci,fc2a'l -^2 ""^  •*>" = / _, Vafci,fc22'l -^2 ' *m)-
ki+k2=m ki+k2=m 
The sum may be split up into 3 parts, each one satisfying one of the following 
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conditions: ki > m, k2 > m, and hi, k% < m: 
J2 (akl,kA142+Pm)+ J2 (ak^x'l'x^ + Pm) 
ki+k2=m,k\>m ki+k2=m,k2>m 
+ J2 {a^kA1^2 + Pm) 
k\+k2=m,k\,k2<m 
= ( Y. K t e W l + ^  + i J2 (a^M^^ + Pm) 
k\+k2=m,ki>m ki+k2=m,k2>m 
+( Yl {aklMx\lxk22) + Pm) 
ki+k2=m,ki,k2<m 
= /+ + /_ + 0, 
where /+ € P+ and /_ € P " . Thus, / G P+ 0 P " and Fm/Pm = P+®P~. 
Our next goal is to prove that P+ and P^ are irreducible subrepresentations 
Of P'jPra- • 
Lemma 5.1.5. Pm/Pm, P£ and P ^ are si(2)-representations. 
Proof. Pm/Pm is an sl(2)-representation because it is a quotient of two 
sl(2)-representations with Pm C Pm (see Section 3.8.3 and Proposition 4.1.1). 
Next, we will show that P+ is an sl(2)-representation. We begin by proving 
that P£ is invariant under the action of non-diagonal elements of sl(2): e^ with 
i 7^  j . Suppose / is an element of P+. Then / = Y~] a^^x^x^2 + Pm- We 
k\+k2=m,k\ >m 
must show that e^ • / € P£ for 1 < i ^ j < 2. We begin by showing that 
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Cl2 • / G P + : 
8 
ei2 • / = xi ( / J aki,k2Xl x2 < *m I 
ki+k2=m,ki>m / 
dx2 
\Ki-tK2=m,K\; 
n.i. i. T-i 
5x2 
3 
fci+fc2=m,fci>m 
— / _, aki,k2^Xl X2 ~t~ •* rn 
fci+&2=m,fci>m 
= J ] aii-l,i3+l(*2 + l ) ^ ! 1 ^ + P m £ ^m, 
il+i2="Mi>m+l 
by changing variables: ii = k\ + 1, ^ 2 = k2 — 1 and ii + Z2 = m with %\ > m. Next we 
show that e2i • / G P+: 
5 
e2i • / = x2 
/ j aki,k2X2T{ x \ x2 ' *rr 
ki +k2=m,ki >m 
dXy 
\ fe l+/C2=Tl, /Ci; 
• ,, i. T o 
dxi 
E fcl k2 
0>ki,k2X2-Z x \ x2 + 
dx{ 
, , , dxi 
ki+k2=m,ki>m+l 
/
 J
 ak\,k2X2-p. x \ x2 "f" PJT 
fci+fc2=m,fci=m+l 
/ j aki,k2^^-Xl X2 ~^~ 
=m,ki>m,+l 
Yl aki,k2(m + l)4m+1)_la;2 + Prr 
ki+k2=m,ki>m+l 
ki+k2—m,ki=m+l 
] T Oi1+i,i2-i(ii + 1 K 4 2 + o + Pm e P+ . 
Note that the second term is zero since x\n+ '~ x® G PTO. 
To account for the action of the s 1(2) diagonal element /i, we easily check that 
( e i i - e 2 2 ) - / € P + i f / G P + . • 
Lemma 5.1.6. Let f be a nonzero element of P£, i.e., 
f — / J a,kuk2xilx22 + Pm, where If C {(fci, A;2)|A;i + k2 = m, ki > m) and 
{kiMWf 
choose j =max {k^a^^ ^ 0}. Then 
(ro + 1)' -_(m+1) _ + 1 , 
Proof. 
( m + 1)! j . ( m + i ) 
-| e21 " / 
j - ( m + l ) ~ JL() 
J*! 
J.ajtm-j fix* 
_ (m + 1)! . _ ( m + 1 ) a H ^ > / a 3^+P 
J - ^ m - j c ^ \ ( f c l , f e 2 ) € / / 
(m + 1)! ^ ( m + 1 ) ffl--^1) , m , 
~
 a j
^ ' j ! a , , m _ / 2 ^ " ( m + 1 ) lX2 
V a ( ^ + l ) ^ - ( m + D ^ " ( m + 1 ) ^ 
^
 lM
 ? ' a - _ 2 fl i - ( m + l ) X l ^2 
(fci,fc2)e//,j-(m+l)<fc1<j 7 ' J ' m J OXl 
^
 klM
 j\aim, 2 dxj-(m+1) 
= % , m - i ( 7 + 1 ) ! i ( j - 1) • • • (m + 2)xr+1x2"1 + 
J-a.; ' ,ro-j 
E ( m + 1)! fcj fci-j+m+1 fc2+j-m afcl'fc27-!a. . ( j k - 7 + m + l V x 2 
0 + Pm 
(m + 1)! j ! _t 
j ! (m + 1)! 
m+1 - 1 , p 
1 2 ~ -1 m 
a;™4"1:^1 + 0 + 0 + Pn 
Lemma 5.1.7. Suppose f is an element of P ^ ; i.e., 
f ~ /
 J
 akiMxi x2 "t~ *n 
ki+k2=rn,ki>m 
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Then 
f - ( E a^
 {kl _ (m+i))!eS_(m+1) J • (*r + v+Pm) 
Proof. We easily verify that: 
V au u ( - l ) f c ' ~ ( m + 1 ) fcx-(m+l)\ / m+1 - 1 , p \ 
Z. ^ ^ f a - f m + l))! 12 j ^ *2 +^m) 
-k2=m,ki>m v v y / / 
V
 a t t ( - 1 ) ' . - ^ " t,_,ro+1) »•-<"+'> , t 
i t l > m "fe (*•-("• + !»' ' ft*-"**" " 2 
/ _ l U i - ( m + l ) 
=m,fci>m V I *, ; ; • 
^_^ C _ 1 ^ l - ( m + l ) 
ki+k2=m,ki>m 
~ / j aki,k2Xl x2 
ki+k2=m,ki>m 
= f 
D 
Lemma 5.1.8. P£ and Pm are irreducible subrepresentations of Pm/Pn 
Proof. Suppose M C P£ is a nontrivial subrepresentation, and that g G M is a 
nonzero element. Then g G P£. Therefore, by Lemma 5.1.6: 
(m, 4 - 1 ^ ! j_(m+i) ,, _ . 
"
e2i 9 = x i ^2 + -fmj f° r some j > m + 1, and for some nonzero 
aj,m~j ^ C. So a;™*1^1 + Pm G M. Now, suppose that / e P+. Then, by 
Lemma 5.1.7, 
\A;i+fc2=m,fci>m v v " / 
Therefore, since rc™"1-1^1 + Pm G M, we have f £ M. We have shown that 
P ^ C M. Hence, M = P^ . A similar argument shows that P^ is irreducible. • 
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Lemma 5.1.9. The vector space Pm is an infinite dimensional indecomposable 
sl(2) -representation. 
Proof. Section 4.1 and Proposition 4.1.1 show that Pm is an infinite dimensional 
sl(2)-representation. It remains to be shown that Pm is indecomposable. Suppose 
not, i.e., suppose Pm = M © N for some sl(2)-representations M and iV, and 
assume that M, N ^ 0. Elements in M and N are of the form Y^ d^^x^x^2. 
Suppose / is a nonzero element of N. Then 
(fci,fc2)e// 
x2 i 
where If C {(ki, k2)\ki + k2 — m}. We will show that applying the action of e i2 and 
e2i on our element / , we obtain the element x™ which is an element of N since N is 
an sl(2)-representation. 
Step 1. 
Let j = max({fc2|(fci, k2) € If}, 0). If j > 0, the action of ej2 on / is as follows: 
e12 ' / — ^1 
aki,k2Xl x2 
{hi,k2)eif ax* 
and if j = 0, e{2 • f = e°2 • / = / , i.e., ej2 acts as the identity operator. We 
summarize the results of the differentiation x{—rx^x*? when j > 0: 
ldx>, l 2 C 2 
( 
^ 
0 if j > fc2 > 0, 
(
"(-2fc!"-7)! ) ! (~1) j^1+j^" i f j > ° > * » • 
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After this step all a^-exponents have become negative or zero, i.e., 
e i2 ' / ~~ 2-J °h,hxi ^ 
ii+i2=Oj2<o 
= 9-
The nonzero constants bjltJ2 are determined by: bjltJ2 — ajltj2 for (ji,J2) € If in the 
case j = 0. For j > 0 we have 
(J1J2) = {(fci + j , fc2 - i)|(fci, fc2) G If,k2 = j or £;2 < 0} and 
"iij'2 = cji-j,j2+jaji-j,j2+j where 
_ f J'! if0'i»J2) = K 0 ) , 
ch-hh+3 = \ (—j2 — 1)! 
H 2 - J - I ) 
•(—1); otherwise. 
flf = %^ b^^x^x^ is an element of N for which all x2-exponents are negative 
jl+J2=0,J2<0 
or zero and all Xi-exponents are greater than or equal to m. We are guaranteed that 
at least one of the coefficients 6J1J2 is nonzero. 
Step 2. 
Let k = max({ji\bjuj2 =£ 0}). The action of e\x on g is as follows: 
e
k
 .0 - xk^-21 9
 ~
 X2dx\ 
= X
'
1
~dxlt \ ^ bjuj2x11xJ2 I 
1
 \ji+J2==m,J2<0 / 
ofc 
= V ^ h -
 r
k
——r
jl
r
ji 
/ J Un,J2X2gxkXl X2 
ji+J2=rra,J2<0 1 
Qfc afc 
— A, ,
 Tk_^_ k m-k , V ^ /)• . r fc——7J '17J '2 
— Vk,m-k-l<2
 kA1X2 "I" 2_^ U3i,J2X2 QxkXl X2 
1
 i i + j 2 = m j 2 < 0 j i < f c 
= 6fc,m_fcfc!xJl + 0. 
Hence we have 6fcm_fcfc!x2n € AT, where 6fc)m-fc 7^  0 and A; > 0. Therefore, 
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We have shown that x™ is an element of N'. If we pick an arbitrary nonzero 
element of M and follow steps 1 and 2, we can show that x™ also is an element of 
M. But Pm = M 0 iV implying that MflJV = {0}. This is a contradiction. We 
have shown that Pm is indecomposable. • 
5.2 Decomposition of Pm 
Theorem 5.2.1. The Laurent polynomial representation Pm is an infinite 
dimensional indecomposable representation containing Pm as an irreducible 
subrepresentation. The quotient representation Pm/Pm equals the direct sum, 
P£ © P^ of two irreducible representations. In particular, Pm has length 2>, i.e., it 
has 3 irreducible subquotients. 
Proof. Pm is an infinite dimensional indecomposable representation by 
Lemma 5.1.9. Proposition 4.1.1 shows that it contains Pm as a subspace, and Pm is 
an irreducible subrepresentation by Proposition 5.1.2. From Proposition 5.1.4 we 
have Pm/Pm = P+ © P^ and Lemma 5.1.8 shows that they are irreducible 
subrepresentations of Pm/Pm. • 
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Chapter 6 
Laurent Polynomial Weyl Representations of st(3). 
Our main goal in this chapter is to find a decomposition of the representation 
Po. We will show that Po is an indecomposable representation of length 7, i.e., it 
has 7 irreducible subquotients. 
6.1 Preparatory Results 
We will begin by considering the quotient space P0 = Po/Po- Elements in 
PQ/PQ are of the form: ^ ahM,hx%aix%a2x% + P°» w i t h 
Jf C {(ii,i2,«3)|ii + *2 + *3 = 0;ii,i2 7^  0}, and (aua2,a3) = (1, 2,3), (2, 3,1), or 
(3,1,2). The zero element is: 0 + Po — Po-
Lemma 6.1.1. The quotient space Po/Po is an sl(3)-representation. 
Proof. Po and P0 are s((3)-representations with P0 C Po by Proposition 4.1.1 and 
Section 4.1. Hence it follows from Section 3.8.3 that the quotient vector space Po/Po 
is an sl(3)-representation. • 
We consider the following subspaces of Po/Po: 
L+aia2 = S p a n c R X 2 ^ + P 0 | M 2 > 0}, 
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with (ai, a2, a3) = (1,2, 3), (1,3,2), or (2, 3,1). Let us define P0+ by: 
P0+ := S p a n c K 1 ^ 2 ^ 3 e Po|^, ifc > 0; 1 < j ^ fc < 3}. 
Lemma 6.1.2. (i) PQ /PQ ^ a subrepresentation of the quotient representation 
(ii) L+ are subrepresentations of P0 + /PQ. 
(iii) We have PQ / PQ = L\2 © Lfs © L ^ . 
Proof. We will begin by showing part (i). Suppose / € P0+/P0. Then 
J = / j ®a\A2,03^1 2-j •£& "T" * 0-
<*i +oy+a/t =0;a p ,0 , >0,p^q 
We will first verify the action of the non-diagonal elements of 3 on elements of 
PQ IPQ. We must show that e^ • / = x^ —— € P0+ /PQ, for i 7^  j . 
OXj 
f - ^L 
e
a-J - *idx. 
I \ ^ ai o,j fflfc . p 
—
 Xi
~p> I / j ^oi,02,03*^1 Xj Xk ' •* ° 
\ ai+Oj+Ofc=0;op,ag>0,p^9 
ai+aj+ak=0;ap,aq>0,pj^q -1 
E " ai aj ah . ry Qai,a2,a,3%i~p. xi xj %k """ ° 
ai+aj+ak=0;ap,aq>0,pj^q ^ 
d 
It remains to be shown that X{ —— (x^x^x^) £ PQ+ dxj 
Case 1: ai > 0, aj > 0. 
Case 1.1: a; > 0,a,- = 0. 
XiWi ^ ^ = ° G p ° + 
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Case 1.2: a{ > 0, a,j > 0. 
1
 a r i x i xk ) ~~ aj-Li x j xfc e I o ) 
since a; + 1, Oj — 1 > 0. 
Case 2: ak > 0, a.,- > 0. 
Case 2. i : afc > 0, a,j = 0. 
*•&. Wxi") = ° G po-dxj 
Case 2.2: ak > 0,a., > 0. 
ax ^
 j k
 > J { J k ° ' 
since a^, a^ • — 1 > 0. 
Case 3: a; > 0, a^ > 0. 
We must have aj < 0 since a, + a_,- + a^ = 0. 
Case 3.1: aj = 0. 
Case 3.2: a^  < 0. 
^ W*?*?) = 0 € P0+ 
~ („a,i a, ak\ _ 0 j + i Oj—1 afe , p + 
since aj + 1, a^ > 0. 
To account for the action of the sl(3) diagonal elements /i; where 1 < i < 2, 
we easily check that {en - e i + M +i) • / G P0+/-Fb if / e PO/PQ. 
Now we will show part (ii), i.e., that L+
 a are subrepresentations of P$ /Po. 
Suppose / E L+ f l2. Then / = ^ " a i ^ ^ a l ^ S + ^o- We must show 
£fet=0;fci,fe2>0 
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that ey • / € L+ , where i ^ j 
f - *L Cij
'
J XidXj 
d 
—
 xi p. I / j aai,a2,a3XaiXa2Xa3 ' *0 
Xj
 \£fci=0;fci,fc2>0 
£ 
J2ki=0;kiM>0 
_d_ 
dxi a 
fei „k2 „fc3 
ai,a2,i3a;ai*ra2"J:' 
d 
5) + po 
/
 v
 Q!ai,a2,a3:ri o ^ o i ^ ^ a s ~i~ ^0 
£fci=0;fci,fc2>0 
dXj 
8 
7 ,, aai,a2,a3^i o V ^ a i ^ 2 ^ ' ° i 
£fci=0;fci,A:2>0 
It remains to be shown that x{ —- {xka\xka\xka33 + P0) = x,—xk\xk22xka33 + P0 G L. 
Since / € £^ia2, we have £4, fc2 > 0. 
Case 1: j = a\, i = 02 or i = a^. 
•dxj 
+ 
0,10,2' 
Case 1.1: kx = 0. 
a 
T XklXk2Xks +Pn = 0 + Pn £ L+ 
'9x 0102" 
Case 1.2: h > 0. 
dxj 
ki k2 kz , p _ I 
a i «2 "3 
K l x a i x a 2 Xa3 ^ -'O *= iva i 0 
fci<_1^^+1 + Po G L+ aia2 
if i = a2 
if i = a3, 
since in each of these two cases, the ai- and o2-exponents are non-negative. 
Case 2: j = a2, i = ai or i = a%. 
Case 2.1: k2 = 0. 
Case 5.5: fc2 > 0. 
a 
* i - - * « ; * £ * £ + Po = 0 + Po e L+ 
a x j 1 « 2 ' 
a , . , „ , „ „ I fe2xS+1o*-1aft + P0 G L+iaa if i = ox 
*«^ii*5*5 + fi> = 
fesM"1***1 + Po G L+ if t = a3, 
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since in each of these two cases, the a\- and (^-exponents are non-negative. 
Case 3: j = a3, i = d\ or i — a2. 
We must have k3 <Q since k\, k2 > 0 and ^ hi = 0. 
Case 3.1: k3 = 0. 
9 
^ < « + Po = 0 + Po G L+a2. 
Case 5.5: fc3 < 0. 
5 , . , „ , „ „ I feaST1**^-1 + ^0 G L+ia2 if i = fll 
since in each of these two cases, the a\- and a2-exponents are non-negative. 
We will now prove part (iii), i.e., P0+/ 'P0 = L\2 © L\z © L23. We verify that 
L+ n (L+ + L+) = P 0 for ( i , j , A;) = (1,2,3), (2,3,1) or (3,1,2). Indeed, let 
/ = ^2 aiui2,i3xilxi2x33 b e s u c h t h a t / + Po G L^2 D (L+3 + L\3) and / ^ P0 . 
Then we easily show that ca1:i2,i3 ^ 0 and / G L^3 + L23 implies i3 > 0. Also 
/ G L^2, / 7^  Po a n d »Ji,i2,t3 7^  0 implies i3 < 0. This is a contradiction. The proof is 
similar for the other identities. 
It remains to be shown that P0+/Po = L^2 + L^3 + L23. Elements in P0+/Po are 
of the form \_. Ph^2,i3x'ix'2x'3 + Po- Any element in P0+/Po also is in PQ/PQ 
since P0+ C Po- If / G PQ/PQ it can be written using four sums for which the terms 
have (i) ii,i2 >0,i3< 0 r( i i) ii,i3 > 0, i2 < 0, (iii) i2,i3 > 0, %\ < 0 and (iv) 
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ix = i2 = i3 = 0 as follows: 
\ i i , i 2>0 , i3<0 ii ,J3>0,i2<0 
E Pi^iA'^H3 + E A),0,o444 ) + 0^ 
»2,«3>0,ii<0 u = i 2 = i 3 = 0 / 
= ( E A1,i2,»3414243 + ^ o)+ E A1,i2,rf4243 + JPo) + 
\ u , i 2 > 0 , i 3 < 0 / \ i i , i 3>0 , t2<0 / 
( E fti.*.rf4243 + A ) + (o + p0) 
\ i 2 , i 3 > 0 , i i < 0 / 
= /l+2 + /l+3 + /2+3 + 0 
=
 J 12 + J13 "+" 723' 
where / ± € L± and 1 < i ^ j < 3. Therefore P0+/Po = i^s © Ltz © L23- D 
Next, we will consider the quotient representation PQ/PQ • By the Third 
Isomorphism Theorem, we have PQ/PQ = (PQ/PQ)/{PQ /PQ). Elements in PQ/PQ are 
of the form / 0 + P0+, where / 0 e Po- We set 
L+ := S p a a c j x ^ x ^ ^ + Po+K,a f c < 0}, 
where a{ + a,j + afc = 0 and ( i , j , A;) = (1, 2, 3), (1, 3,2), or (2,3,1). 
Propos i t ion 6.1.3. L\, L%, and L^ are subrepresentations ofPQ/PQ • Moreover, 
p ; / p 0 + = L + e L + © L + 
Proof. We will begin by showing that Lf are representations. We will first verify 
the action of the non-diagonal elements of 3 on elements of Lj'. Suppose / is an 
element of Lf. Then / = V ^ a^^^^x^x^'xakk + P0+. We must show that 
a,j,aic<0 
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e w • / G Lf for 1 < p ^ q < 3. 
9/ 
6pq ' / ^ 
5xg 
I X""^ a» °J ak 1 D+ 
~~
 XpJ)r~ 1 -^^  OLai'ai'akXi Xi Xk ° 
9
 yaj-,ofc<0 
a
ai,aj,akXpQx \xi xj xk ) + M) 
<Xai,aj,ak \Xp7fa~Xi X3 Xfc ° J ' 
aj,afc<0 \ <? / 
5 
We now need to show that xp——x^x^3 x°^ + PQ £ Lf. 
OXq 
Case 1: p = j , q — k. 
Case 1.1: aj = — 1. 
~ ° ~ai-.-1 ~a<k 1 p+ — o,Tai7-°'ra 'c~1 -I- P+ Xj xi Xj x t t r c  UfcXj XjXfc -r ^ 0 
= ^
+ e L + 
Case L£: a^ < - 1 . 
dxk 
since a.,- + 1 and ak — 1 are negative 
Case 2: p = i, q = k. 
Xi^-afx^x? + P0+ = a ^ r 1 ^ ^ " 1 + Po € 4 + , 
since a.,- and afc — 1 are negative. 
Case 3: p = k, q = j . 
This case is analogous to Case 1. 
Case 4-' P = i, q = j -
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This case is analogous to Case 2. 
Case 5: p — j , q = i. 
Note that a; > 2 since a,j,ak < — 1. 
Case 5.1: aj = —1. 
d 
._^_„ai -1 ofc i p + _ _.„Oi-l 0 ofc , p + 
Xj9x. 
Case 5.2: a, < — 1. 
~ / . / i / t i p+ _
 n„a,i-la.j+lak , p+ a T + 
3 f)r. i j k ^ r0 ~ u * x i x j xfe ^ -'O c l J i i 
since a,- + 1 and afc are negative. 
Case 6: p — k, q — i. 
This case is analogous to Case 5. 
To account for the action of the sl(3) diagonal elements hi, where 1 < i < 2, 
we easily check that (en - ej+1) i+1) • / 6 Lf if / E L+. 
Next, we will show that %/P£ = L\ ® L% @L\. We will first check that 
Lf n ( L t + L+) = P0+ for (i,j, k) = (1, 2, 3), (2, 3,1) or (3,1, 2). The proof is 
analogous to the one for Lt. (see Lemma 6.1.2). It remains to be shown that 
PQ/PQ = Lf + L\ + L^. Suppose / is an element in PQ/PQ. Then 
/ = 2_, PhM^i^i^i + PQ- We can split up / into four sums each satisfying 
one of the following conditions: (i) il7 i2 < 0, (ii) iu is, < 0, (iii) i2, i3 < 0, and (iv) 
ij, ik > 0, j' ^ k. These cover all possible cases, since we require that ^1+^2 + 3^ = 0, 
preventing all three i^'s from being negative simultaneously. Furthermore, we note 
that Ph^^^x^x1^ G PQ1", when 21,^2,^3 satisfy the fourth condition, i.e., when 
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ij, ik > 0. We may then rewrite / as follows: 
J = / j Pii,i2,i3Xl X2 X3 < M) 
11+12+13=0 
/ j Pi\M,i3Xl x2 x3 ' / j Ph,i2,t3Xl x2 x 
KiiJ2<0 n,i3<0 
+ / j Pi\M,hX\ x2 x3 + / j Pi\,i2MXlX2x3 I "T~ •* 0 
/
 v Pii,i2,i3Xl X2 X3 + M) I + I / v Ph,i2,i3Xl X2 X3 + M) I 
U,i2<0 / \ii,i3<0 / 
+ I /
 v Ph,i2,hxl x2 x3 + -*i0 I + / ^ Ph,i2,i3Xl x2 x3 ~^~ M) 
\J2,i3<0 / \ij,ik>0;j^k 
/ ,, Ph,i2,hx\ x 2 2 x 3 3 + -^0 I + I ^ L / Pii,»2,t3:El x 2 ^  + M) j 
Ji,i2<0 / \i1,i3<0 / 
+ I /
 J Ph,i2,i3Xl x2 x3 + -^0 I ~^ M) 
\i2,i3<0 / 
= / 3 + +/ 2 + +/ l + , 
where / + € L+ for 1 < i < 3. Hence, ^, /P0+ = L+ 0 L+ © L+ D 
Lemma 6.1.4. If %x + i2 + iz — 0, t/ien 
^ • W ^ ) = (*i + i - j ) ! (*2 - 0-» 
I 0, otherwise 
for every j,l G Z + . 
Proof. We will consider the different cases / > i2; ^ < i2, J > h + I', and 
I < ^2, J < ii + I- Case 1: I > i2. 
J Pl .(^Ti2^.i3\ — J , | J (~h~i2~i3\ | 
e31 e12 Vxl x 2 x 3 / — e31 1 x l o / Vxl x 2 x 3 I I 
= 0 
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Case 2: I < i2)j > i\ +1-
e^1e12 • {x1 x2x3) — e31 • I xx , (xl x2x3) J 
'
 3dx{{(z2-l)\ X 2 3 ) 
= ° 
Case 3: I < i2,j <i\ + l. 
e31e12 ' \xl X2X3J = e31 ' I ' r l ^ i r V ' E l X2 X3 ) J 
" "arTfe-O'- x 2 3J 
_ (ai + Q! iJ- i1+i-j k-ii* 
~ (H + l-j)\(i2-l)!Xl X2 X" 
Lemma 6.1.5. For all (ii: z2, is) with i1; i2 > 0 and i3 < 0 toe have that 
^ M s • (4X4243) = (ii+iiy.iJ-x^1. 
Proof. Let I = i2 and j = — i3 — 1 = ii + i2 — 1. Then I < i2 and 
J = i\ + i2 — 1 = i\ + I — 1 < i\ + I, so by Lemma 6.1.4: 
e31 e12 \ x l x2 x3 / 
— J J- . (r*1 <ri2ri3\ 
— ^31^12 \xl x2 x3 J 
- (»i + 0 ! ^ ! n+<-,_. i 2 - ;T i 3+i 
" (ti + i - i ) ! ( i 2 - 0 ! X 2 3 
= (^ 1 +^)! ^ xii+i2-(h+i2-l)„i2-i2Ji+-i3-l 
(h + i2 - (zx + i2 - 1))! (i2 - i2)\ 1 
- (^1 + ^ 2 ) ^ 2 ! - 1 
1! 0!X l X 3 
= (h + i2y-i2l-xix^1. 
1 **^ 2 3 
• 
• 
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L e m m a 6.1.6. Suppose f = x^x22x1^, it + i2 + is = 0 and i2l is < 0 (in particular 
i\ > 1), and let l,j G Z+. Then 
0, ifj + l>h 
e21 e31 ' / — } ix\ 
*i-('+i) 4 2 + i ^ + J otherwise. 
(H-il+j))^ ^ *3 ' 
Proof. We will consider two different subcases when proving case one: 
Z > — (i2 + 13) = i\ and j' + Z > — (i2 + £3) = ii- Then we will proceed to proving case 
two for which j + I < — (i2 + is) = i\. 
Case 1.1: I > — (i2 + is) = i\. First note that j € Z+ and since I > — (i2 + ^3) = i i , 
we have that j ; + Z > —(i2 + is) — h, making it a subcase of Case 1. We obtain the 
following: 
e21 e31 ' / ~ e21 e31 ' \X1 X2 XS ) 
8l 
—
 e21 x 3 a ; Vxl x 2 x 3 / 
= 0, 
since Z > ix. 
Case ./.#; j + Z > — (i2 + £3) = h and I < — (i2 + is) = i\. 
e 21 e 31 ' / = e21 e31 ' \ x l X2 x3 ) 
8l 
~~
 e21 X 3 a J V X 1 X 2 X 3 / 
= 4, • x^hih -1) •... -(h-i + i)0rr'4243) 
= hin -1) •... -(H-1+i)4£j(xrl424a+l) 
= 0, 
since j > i\ — I. Hence Case 1 of Lemma 6.1.6 holds. 
Case 2: j + I < — (i2 + is) — i\ • 
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e 2 1 e 3 1 ' / 
— e 2 1 e 3 1 V x l x 2 x 3 7 
— p3 „ / ^ / „ J l „ t 2 „ t 3 \ 
— e 2 1 x 3 < ^ / V x l x 2 x 3 J 
= 4 • ^^(i! -1) •... •(*!-* + i)(xr'4243) 
A? 
= !!(«! - 1) •... • (»x - J + 1)4—j(o:r'4243+/) 
= »!(»! - 1 ) •... •(*!-«+i)(»i - o •... • (*i - (i+j)+i)xr{i+j)x?+jxi*+i 
proving Case 2 of Lemma 6.1.6. 
• 
Lemma 6.1.7. Suppose f = x^x^x^, i\ + i2 + is = 0, and 12,13 < 0. Then we have 
e 2 1 e 3 1 J — e 2 1 e 3 1 l x l x 2 x 3 ) 
* 1 - 2 - 1 - 1 
—
 9 1 2 x 3 • 
Proof. Let j = — i2 — 1 and Z = —z3 — 1. Then, by Lemma 6.1.6, 
—i2—1 —i3 —1 . (r.iiJ.2j.z\ _ p i J . / ' „ i i „ i 2 ~ t 3 \ e 2 1 e 3 1 V x l x 2 x 3 ) ~~ e 2 1 e 3 1 V x l x 2 x 3 J 
_
 Z l ! ii-{l+j) „J2+j „is+l 
_ ii[
 2 -1 -1 
~~ 2 ! ^ l ^ S ^ 3 ' 
since ix -(l+j) = 2, i2+j = - 1 , i3 + 2 = - 1 , and j + l = - ( i 2 + « 3 ) - 2 = zx - 2. D 
6.2 Irreducibility of L^? -^35 and L^ . 
Lemma 6.2.1. Let f be a nonzero element of L^2, i.e., 
f = ^ C K i ^ i ^ i j X ^ x ^ X g 3 + P 0 , with 
(u ,J2,J3)eJ/ 
J/ C {(ii,i2,13)1*1+«2 + i3 = 0;i3 < 0;ii,i2 > 0}, 
and choose 
j 2 : = max{i2 | (ii , 12,13) G Jf}, 
j 3 : = min{i3 |(ii,J2,*3) G J / } , flnd 
Ji : = - J2 - J3 
T/ien eg / 3 - 1 ^ ! • / = cx^1 + P0, where c := (ji + hYh^^js ^ 0. 
Proof. 
p-J3-lj2 . f _ p~J3-l_J2 . I V ^ A , . . . T U r l2 T i3 1 D 
e31 ^12 J ~ e31 e12 I / ,, "n,i2,*3xl x 2 x 3 ' -1 0 
\(*i,i2,i3)eJ/ 
= /
 j ®ii,i2,i3e31 e u ' KX1X2X3J ~^ *0 
{h,i2,h)€Jf 
We will find e^/3~1e{22 • (x\lx22xf) for three different triples (11,22,13)-
Case 1: i2 = J2, H = jz- (In particular, i\ = j\.) 
-J3-1 J2 . („h h~i3\ _
 p-J3-l_J2 . /'7Jl™?2_/3\ 
e31 e12 Vxl x 2 x 3 / ~ e31 e12 l x l x 2 x 3 7 
= ( j i + ^ L ^ i ^ 1 , 
by Lemma 6.1.5. We note that (ji +^2)^2' > 0. 
Case 2: i2 = j 2 , .73 < H (or -j3 - 1 > -i3). 
Let i := j 2 = iii and j := — j 3 — 1. Then / < i2, and 
J = i i + J2 - 1 = - J 3 - 1 > -«3 = «i + «2 = ii + i. 
If j > i\ + I, then 
e31e12 ' (^l x 2 X3 ) = 0, 
by Lemma 6.1.4. 
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If J' — H + h then 
6 3 1 6 1 2
 ^ ^ 3 ) -
 ( i l + ^_i)!(i2_/)!:r1^3 
= & » i , 
by Lemma 6.1.4, where bit = (i\ + l)\J2]- > 0. (In particular 
ii + I ~ ii + i2 = —is > 0.) 
Case 3: i2 < j 2 • 
Here e^3~le^2 • ( a ^ x j ) = 0 by Lemma 6.1.4. 
Summarizing the results of the three cases we have: 
e31 e12 ' / = ^ , an,J2,J3e31 e12 ' i x l ^2 x 3 / ~> •*!0 
(»i,J2it3)eJ/ 
J2=J2,J3^i3 
= CX1X3x + 6 + F 0 
0X1X3 X + PQ, 
where c = (ji + ^bV'o-jijaja and b := Y ^ ^hMM^n- Note that c ^ 0, since 
J2=J2,J35^J3 
L e m m a 6.2.2. Suppose that i\ + i2 +13 — 0 and i\,i2 > 0,%z < 0, then 
( — ] \ U + J 2 - 1 , \ | 
„ U „ » 2 _ i 3 _ V X ^ t 1 - „t2rtl+t2~l . /'7.l7.-1,l x l x 2 x 3 — /• . • - , \ i / - . • \ i e 21 e 13 l x l x 3 /• (21 + ^2 - l ) ! ( z i + i2) ! 
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Proof. 
(—l) i l + i 2 _ 1 i1! . . . 
r e21 e13 ' \XlX3 ) ( i i + z 2 - l ) ! ( i i + i 2 ) ! 
( « i + « 2 - l ) ! ( i i + i2)! 21 V c^2"1 
( - l ^ i - H a - 1 ^ ! 
(ii + i 2 - l ) ! ( « i + i2)! 
621
' 
1
 d4«*-lXlX* 
4 • ((-i)ii+i2-\ii+i2 - i)y^xii-{h+i2"l)) 
( « i + i 2 ) ! 
( _ 1 ) 2 ( n + i 2 - i ) i i i ^ £ i 2 
( i i + i 2 ) ! * 2 3xf"^ 
r ^.^i+i2) •... • (ti + ^ x ^ - ^ x i ? 
{H + *2)' 
il\ ( « l + » 2 ) ! i, 
( tx+« 2 ) ! t!.' x 2 3 
»2~«3 
~U „«2 -13 
x l x 2 x 3 
D 
L e m m a 6.2.3. Suppose that f = Y ^ aj^^^gX^x^rcg3 + P 0 is an element in 
(il,«2,»3)€J/ 
L*2- TTien 
\(u,i2,t3)eJ/ 
where bit j 2 j 3 = — • ; -,•>,/. ; TTT-(*I + *2 - l)!(ii +*2)! 
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Proof. Let biy,, ;, := —— - . Then we have that 
(ii + z2- l)!Ui + z2)! 
/ j aii,t2,i3"u,J2,i3e2lel3 J ' \X\X3 + -M)) 
/ _, aii,i2,i3^h,i2,i3e21e13 I ' V ^ l ^ ) + M) 
yi(»l.»2,t3)GJ/ / 
=
 / j aii,i2,i3\bh,i2,i3e2le13 ) ' \XlX3 ) + -M) 
(ii,J2,i3)€J/ 
~ / ,, ahA2,i3Xl x1 x3 ~t~ M) 
(ii,J2,i3)€Jf 
= / , 
by Lemma 6.2.2. • 
Proposition 6.2.4. Lj"2; Ljj, and Lj3 are irreducible representations. 
Proof. Suppose M C L|2 is a nontrivial subrepresentation, and that g G M is a 
nonzero element. Then g £ L^ ~2. Therefore, by Lemma 6.2.1: 
e j / 3 - e{| • 5 = cxix^1 + P0, for some jf3 < 0, j'2 > 0, and for some nonzero c £ C So 
XixJ1 + P0 G A -^ Now, suppose that / e L^2. Then, by Lemma 6.2.3, 
f = I 5 ^ a«'iA,t36ii,<a,i3e2iei3+,a~1 " ( ^ I 2 ^ 1 + po)- Therefore, since 
\(u,i2,i3)eJ/ J 
xxx^
1
 + P0 e M, we have / € M. We have shown that L\2 C M. Hence, M = L\2. 
A similar argument shows that L\% and L\z are irreducible. D 
6.3 Irreducibility of Lf, L%, and L%. 
Lemma 6.3.1. iet / = ^ A ^ i s ^ ^ a 3 + -P0+ te 
a nonzero element of' L\, 
where 
If C {(zi, z2,13) e Z3|ii + i2 +13 = 0 and i2, i3 < 0}. 
Then if 
ji : = max{ii\{ii,i2,i3) € / / } , 
J3 : = min{i3 |(.7'i, 12,13) G J / } , 
/ : = — j 3 — 1, and 
3 • = i i + J3 - 1 
we Ziawe 
1 2 , 
^Ph,h,J3 3 
• 1 ^ l ^ l ) " J ~~ x\x2 x3 + M) 
' l ! / 
Proof. 
o • |e21e31 ) ' / — "5 y7e21e31 ' I 2_^ Ph,i2,i3Xl X2 X3 + M) 
\Ph,J2,hJl- / Pjl,J2,J3 Ji' \ (• ,• , - \ c r . k(n,J2,J3)ei'/ 
1 2 
'•
e2\eU 
Pjlj2j3h' \(H,i2M)£lf 
1 2 -
=
 /__, 7? J7 e21 e31 ' (Pu,i2,i3:El ^2 ^3 + M) ) 
(«i,i2)»3)ei/ 
1 0 . 
=
 ^ . Ph,i2,i3~o '^~j'e21e31 ' V^l x 2 x 3 + M) ) 
/„• .• „• \c-r Pji,J2,J3 JI-
1 0 . 
=
 /_w Ph,i2,i3~Z 7~j"(e21e31 ' \Xix2xZ ) + M) ) 
/.• „• ,• \ c r Pji,J2,J3 JI-
It suffices t o focus on e ^ e ^ • (x^x^x1^) + P ^ 
Case 1: ix < I + j — j \ — 2. 
I t follows from L e m m a 6.1.6 t h a t e ^ e ^ • (x^x^x1^) + PQ~ = 0 
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Case 2: ix > I + j = jx — 2. 
By Lemma 6.1.6, we have: 
J J (~h~i2~i3\ l D+ _ Zl" ' r (Hj) t2+j i3+l , p+ 
We will now study the exponents of the Laurent polynomial Xx +J'xl2+Jx33+ 
for different values of z3 and ix. We first note that the xi-exponent, i\ — (I + j), is 
non-negative, since i\ > I + j . 
Case 2.1: is > jz- We have the x3-exponent, i3 + I > 0, since 
*3 + J ='«3 + (—J3 — 1) > J3 + (—ji — 1) = —1 and i3,1 are integers. Therefore 
( i l _ ( / + j ) ) ! x i x2 *3 ^ o and 
?1
" ii-(!+j) i2+j i3+l i p+ _ A , p+ 
( i l _( / + i ) ) ! a ; i x2 ^ +n - u + n -
Case 2.2: i3 = j 3 and ii < j \ . We see that the x3-exponent, i^ + l = —1 since 
3^ + I = h + ^ = h + (~J3 — 1) = — 1. However, the x2-exponent, %i + j > 0, since 
*2 + j = - i i - 13 + J = - i i - J3 + (ji + h - 1) = Ji - *i - 1 > 0, since jx — ii > 1. 
Therefore ^ — x\l~{l+j) xi2+j x^+l 6 F0+ and 
_ _ ! i l _ _ T n - ( ' + i ) T « 2 + i i3+/ , p+ _ n , p+ _ n 
Case 2.3: i3 = j 3 and zi = jx. In particular, i2 = —i\ — h = —ji — h = h- Then the 
x3-, and X2-exponents are both equal to —1, or equivalently i3 + I = — 1 and 
i2 + j = - 1 , since «3 + I = j 3 + I = j z + ( - j 3 - 1) = - 1 , and 
%2+ j = —i\ — h + J; = —ji — J3 + (ji + J3 — 1) = —1- i n addition, the xx-exponent 
equals 2, or equivalently i\ — (I + j) = 2, since i3 +1 = —1 and i2 + j = — 1 imply 
that ii — (I + j) — —ii — i3—j — 1 = 1 + 1. Therefore 
_ _ _ l l _ _ _ ii-(l+j) i2+j i3+l , p+ _ ^il^.2 -1 -1 , p+ 
U — (I + A\\\ l 2 3 ° ~~ 01 ^ M) " 
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Summarizing all cases, we verify: 
^2\eZ\ " \XlX2Xi + -fo ) = S 
I 0, otherwise. 
Therefore 
1 2 , - , . v ^ „ , 1 2 ^ 2 • 
22ie31 ' / = ^ , Ph,ii,h\ a_ ~]e2ie-ilXl X2 XZ J + M) 
(.«l,»2,»3)fc-'/ 
= A 
f-'jl,j2,33 Jl- * 
xlx2 x3 + M) • 
^_^il r2 -1 -1 , p+ 
• I o x l x 2 x 3 "^  -"0 
D 
Lemma 6.3.2. Lei / = x^x^x^3 + PQ~ 6e an element of L^. Then 
f _ V 1 ) t l „- i 2- l ( 0- i3- l . ( 2 - 1 - 1 , p + \ 
J ~~ ( A -\\\( A 1M 12 e13 \ x l x 2 x 3 ^ MW 
(-«2 - l ) ! ( -*3 - 1)! 
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Proof. 
( 1 ) * 1 . p - i 2 - i - , - i 3 - i . ( 2 - 1 - 1 , p + \ 
I e12 e13 l a ; l x 2 x 3 t r 0 / H 2 - 1)!H3 - 1)!°12 °13 
•
 e12 e13 V^l-^2 x 3 ) ^ r0 ' ^ )
1 1
 _ - » 2 - l „ - i 3 - l / - . 2 ^ . - l „ - l > 
3^ T J 0 
( - i 2 - l ) ! ( - i 3 - 1)! 
v ^ p - ^ - i . ™.-»3-iJ: „2 - l - l , p + 
" ( - i , - l)!(-is - 1)! 12 l dx^-1 12 3 ° 
= , , L 1 / 1 -
 1„er22-1 • ( - l ) ( -2 ) • - • (»s + l ) a r r< s + 1^ 1^3 1"<" i 8" 1 ) + Po {-i2 - ly\-iz - l)! 
_ ( - i ) « i ( - i ) ( - 2 ) . . . . . ( i 3 + i) i2_x a-*'-1 - i , + 1 ! «, p + 
" (-ta -1)!(-*3 - 1 ) ! l dx?'-1*1 X*X*+F» 
_ ( - l ) ^ ( - l ) ^ ( - z 3 - l ) ! ( - l ) ( -2 ) •... • (i2 + 1) -fc-j, - M - f a - p , , , p + 
" H 2 -1)!(-»3 - 1)! X 2 
(-z2 - 1)! l 2 3 ° 
= (-i)ii+i3+i2+2xii42x33+p0+ 
= (-i)V11x?43 + p0+ 
_ ~ii_.t2~»3 i p + 
— xx x2 x3 -t- .r0 
D 
Lemma 6.3.3. Suppose f = V_] $1,12,13 xilx22;E33 + ^o+ 5^ a n dement ofL\. 
(ii.*2,i3)€// 
TTien 
/ — I 7 , Ai,i2>J3 / - -, \ i / • iM e 12 e13 I ' ( ^ l 3 ^ X 3 + M) ) 
U i £ U (-«2-l)!(-ts-l)! / 
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Proof. 
/
 J Ph,i2,i3~/ : 7777 : 7\Te12 e13 I ' ( ^ l ^ x3 + M) ) 
=
 y . Ai,i2 , i3 I 7 : 7777 : 777ei2 e i 3 ) ' \x\x2 x3 + M) ) 
(U,*2,*3)€i/ 
=
 Z-J Ph,t2,i3 I / • _ -\\\(_j _ i \ | e 1 2 e13 ' \xlx2 XZ + M) ) ) 
= ] C fti.fc.fato1^!3 + po+) by Lemma 6.3.2 
(»l!»2,i3)€J/ 
= /
 v Ph,i2,i3Xl X2 X3 + M) 
(ii,»2,»3)e// 
= / 
D 
Proposition 6.3.4. L+, L^, and L^ are irreducible representations. 
Proof. Suppose M is a nontrivial subrepresentation of L+, and that g € M is a 
nonzero element. Then g G L\. Therefore, by Lemma 6.3.1: 
1 2 
73 —A\A\ • 9 = Ax2XxzX + -po+> for s o m e 3, hh > °> a n d Pji,j2,j3 ± 0, so 
P31,32,33 J l -
xfx^x^1 + P0+ G M. Now, suppose that f e Lf. Then, by Lemma 6.3.3, 
/ ~ I ^ M i l , t 2 , 1 3 / • _ i \ | / _ 7 - _ l \ | e 1 2 e13 J ' V^ l 2 ^ ^ 3 + M ) ) -
Therefore, since ^ x T ^ r 1 + P0+ e M, we also have f £ M. We have shown that 
L^ C M. Hence, M — L^. We can show, by a similar argument, that L j , and L^ " 
are irreducible. D 
6.4 Indecomposability of Po 
Proposition 6.4.1. The vector space Po is an infinite dimensional indecomposable 
51(3) -representation. 
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Proof. From Proposition 4.1.1 and Section 4.1 we have that Po is an 
st(3)-representation and dim P0 = oo. Next we give a rather schematic proof that 
Po is indecomposable. 
Suppose P0 = M © N for some sl(3)-representations M and AT, and assume 
that M,N y^Q. Elements in M and N are of the form V^ a^^^x^x^x^. 
U+*2+t3=0 
Suppose / is a nonzero element of N. Then / = \ J ai^^^gX^x^2^3 where 
i l+*2+*3=0 
ftu,i2,«3 7^  0 f° r a ^ (*i»*2)*3)- We will show that applying the action of e23,ei3,e2i, 
and finally e32 on our element / , we obtain a nonzero constant, also an element of N 
since N is an s[(3)-representation. 
Step 1. 
Let k = max({z3|a!j1)i2)j3 ^ 0}, 0). If k > 0, the action of e|3 on / is as follows: 
<9fc 
e 2 3 - / = X 2 ^ f e ( / ) 
Pi k ' u ctti.*2.*3**'i-t,2-*/3 
ii+i2+»3=0 
— V rv- • • rk r ' ' T ' 2 r ' 3 
/ ,, " i i f l f t 2 Q fc 1 2 3 ' 
U+t2+»3=0 3 
and if k = 0, e£3 • / = e^ • / = / , i.e., e^ does nothing. The action of e\z on 
CC-t Xo OCo when k > 0 can be summarized as follows: 
0 if k > h > 0, 
i ^ i JL/cy Jb 
-23 **a ^ 2 ^ 3 feSx?:^** if k = i3 > 0, 
( ? 3 + fc7M1)!(-i)Mx42+fc43"fc i f ^ > o > z 3 . 
After this step all x3-exponents have become negative or zero, i.e., 
f — V ^ a. . . ^J'i^J'2^'3 
J ~ / j I-1J<l,32,33x1 x 2 x 3 
j l+J2+J3=0, j3<0 
= 9, 
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where t h e nonzero cons tan t s /3?1,j2,j3 sire de termined by: fijuj2,jz = aji,j?,j3 lxl ^ n e case 
k = 0, and (3juJ2j3 = cjuh^kd3+kajl}J2^kj3+k where cjuJ2_kj3+k are constants, if 
A; > 0. g is an element of N for which all x3-exponents are negative or zero. 
Step 2. 
Let I = —vah\({J2\Pjuj2j3 ^ 0},0). If I > 0, the action of e ^ on g is as follows: 
* i dl / ^ 
e 23-5 = ^ ^ G ? ) 
— 2Qxl 2-^J fJ3l,32,33d'l x2 x 3 
3
 j l + J 2 + J 3 = 0 , j 3 < 0 
— V^ tf- T2 _Z__Ji\rj2rJZ 
~~ £_^ ^31,32,33^2 o / x l x 2 x 3 
J l+ i2+J3=0 j3<0 3 
~~ ^__, ^31,32,33 / • _ i \ | V / 1 2 x 3 i 
J l + i 2 + j 3 = 0 j 3 < 0 ^ *:'3 ' ' 
and if £ = 0, e ^ • / = e ^ • g — g, i.e., e ^ does nothing. After this step, all 
^-coefficients have become non-negative: 
e23 ' 9 = 2_^ <Pk1,k2,k3xl X2 X3 
fci +fc2+fc3=0,fc2 >0,fc3 <0 
= w, 
where the nonzero constants <pkiMM a r e determined by: 4>ki,k2M — Pkuk2M m the 
case I = 0, or 4>kuk2,k3 = ckuk2_lM+lf3kuk2_iM+l where cklM-lM+l are constants, if 
I > 0. w is an element of AT whose ^-exponents are non-negative, and whose 
^-exponents are negative or zero. 
Step 3. 
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Let m = —min({fc1|0fel7fc2)fe3 7^  O}, 0). If m > 0, the action of e^ on w is as follows: 
'* 'dxf' eS"» = < ^ H 
— T m \ "* J. ~ki k% k3 
~ 1 QTm ^ ^ rfei,/c2,/c3xl x 2 x 3 
3
 fcl+fc2+fc3=0,fcl>0,fc3<0 
am 
fc1+fc2+fc3=0,fei>0,fc3<0 3 
E (-fc3 +77T, - 1)' ^ m j ^ m j j j s ^ 
YkiMM /_, _ -,\| v v x i x 2 x 3 > 
fci+fc2+fc3=0,fci>0,fc3<0 \ 3 ) • 
and if m = 0, e^ • to = e°3 • u> = w, i.e., e^ does nothing. After this step, all 
Xi-coefficients have become non-negative: 
e^-tv = J2 eiuii,isXi4xli 
h +b+h=0,h >0,h >0,;3 <0 
=
 u
, 
where the nonzero constants 6iui2,i3 are determined by: 0ilti2ti3 = <f>ilti2,i3 in the case 
m = 0, or 0luhih = sj1-m,i2,J3+m0/i-m,i2)i3+m if m > 0. u is an element of N whose xv 
and ar2-exponents are non-negative, and whose a^-exponents are negative or zero. 
Step 4. 
Let n =max({l1\9iul2j3 ^ 0}, 0). If n > 0, the action of e^ on w is as follows: 
= x
n 
9n 
2 5 x " Z_> ®h,h,hxlx2xi 
1
 /i+J2+k=<Mi><M2>(M3<o 
an 
=
 2-e ^h,h,hX2'Q^XlxiXi 
h+h+h=0,h>0,l2>0,l3<0 1 
— \ "* /) „ | J 2 + n j 3 
— / ^ C'n,—n—Z3,i3't-X2 x 3 
Ji+J2+i3=0,/i=n,J2>0,Z3<0 
=
 /
 v Vn,-n-lz,lzn-%2 X3 
h+h+h=O,h=n,l2>0h<Q 
— ^ / ^ "n,-n~l3,l3n.X2 X3 
h=n,l3<0 
= V, 
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where v is a nonzero element of N. 
Step 5. 
Let p = -mm({l3\6n^n-i3j3 ^ 0}, 0). If p > 0, the action of ef2 on v is as follows: 
dp 
— t>J^_ V ^ a | -l3 • 
J<1
 h=n,l3<0 
QP 
=
 "n,—n-l3,l3n-%3 fsjpx2 X3 
=
 Vn,~n+p,-pn-P-%2 x3 
"n,—n+p,~p^'-P-x2 
= fc, 
where A; is a constant and A; is an element of N. Since A; is in A'' we have —k = 1 G iV. 
If p = 0, we have e 2^ • ^ = 632 • v = v = 0nt-nfin\x%x® — k, where A; is a nonzero 
constant and k is an element of iV and since A; is in iV again we have — A; = 1 € N. 
k 
We have shown that 1 is an element of N. If we pick an arbitrary nonzero 
element of M and follow steps 1 through 5, we can show that 1 also is an element of 
M. But PQ = M ®N implying that M D N = {0}. This is a contradiction. We have 
shown that P0 is indecomposable. • 
6.5 Main Theorem 
Main Theorem. The Laurent polynomial representation P0 is an infinite 
dimensional indecomposable representation o/sl(3) for which 
(i) PQ is an irreducible subrepresentation of PQ. 
(ii) The quotient representation PQ := Po/Po contains the direct sum, 
L\2 © L^3 © L23 of three irreducible representations L^. 
(Hi) The quotient representation P0/(Lf2 © L±3 © L^) equals the direct sum 
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Lf © L\ © L\ of the three irreducible representations Lf. 
In particular, P0 has length 7, i.e., it has 7 irreducible subquotients. 
Proof. P0 is an s[(3)-representation by Proposition 4.1.1 and Section 4.1, and 
Proposition 6.4.1 shows that it is infinite dimensional and irreducible. Furthermore, 
P0 = %/Po D PQ/PQ = £12 © £ « © ^ 23 by Lemma 6.1.2 and since P0+ C %. In 
addition, Proposition 6.2.4 shows that Lf2, ^13 and L23 are irreducible 
representations. Since (i) P0/(P+/P0) = (Po/P0)/(Po7po) = ^ b W by t h e T h i r d 
Isomorphism Theorem, (ii) P$ /PQ = L\2 © -^ 13 © -^ 23 by Lemma 6.1.2 and (iii) 
Pa/P0+ = Lf®Lf © L j by Proposition 6.1.3, it follows that P0/(Lf2 © Lf3 © Lj3) 
equals the direct sum, Lf © L2 © L j . Finally, Po has length 7, since it has 7 
irreducible subquotients: P0, L+2,£13, L23Lf, L2, and L j . • 
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